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Abstract
This paper summarizes the results from measurements aiming to characterize ultracold neutron detection with 6Li-
doped glass scintillators. Single GS10 or GS20 scintillators, with a thickness of 100–200 µm, fulfill the ultracold neutron
detection requirements with an acceptable neutron-gamma discrimination. This discrimination is clearly improved with
a stack of two scintillators: a 6Li-depleted glass bonded to a 6Li-enriched glass. The optical contact bonding is used
between the scintillators in order to obtain a perfect optical contact. The scintillator’s detection efficiency is similar to
that of a 3He Strelkov gas detector. Coupled to a digital data acquisition system, counting rates up to a few 105 counts/s
can be handled. A detector based on such a scintillator stack arrangement was built and has been used in the neutron
electric dipole moment experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute since 2010. Its response for the regular runs of the
neutron electric dipole moment experiment is presented.
PACS: 28.20.Fc, 29.40.Mc, 67.85.-d, 21.10.Ky.
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1 Introduction
The advent of high intensity ultracold neutron (UCN) sources [1–6] requires the development of new UCN detectors able
to handle high counting rates. During the last 40 years, the so-called “Strelkov” 3He gas detector was the most commonly
used detector in the UCN field. However, this counter is rather slow (2 µs pulse length) and the 3He shortage may be-
come a serious and expensive issue in the near future. Counters based on 6Li and 10B nuclei have been predominantly
investigated as potential alternatives to 3He. The new detectors are based on gaseous detection [7–9], solid state silicon
detection [10–12] or 6Li-doped glass scintillators [13–17]. The following features are usually sought after: a detection
efficiency as high as possible, the ability to handle counting rates up to 106 counts/s, high discrimination power between
UCN and background (mostly gamma rays and thermal neutrons), low production costs, stable operation and easy main-
tenance. Developments looking for position-sensitivity are also being pursued [12, 18–20]. Detection efficiency is one
of the most important features. The detector entrance window, if any, must have a low Fermi potential (neutron optical
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potential) and a high UCN transmission [7, 23]. The use of a conversion layer is not recommended [21] since it reduces
the UCN detection efficiency by about 10–30% [8, 11, 18, 24] due to the absorption of the charged particles produced by
the neutron capture in the layer.
In this context, we have investigated UCN detection using 6Li-doped glass scintillators [13, 14] with the aim of
building a detector for the neutron electric dipole moment (nEDM) experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in
Switzerland. These scintillators are fast with a scintillation decay time of τ = 70 ns and Fermi potentials ranging between
80 and 100 neV. The neutron converter (6Li) is in the detection volume so no extra conversion layer is required. An
acceptable neutron-gamma discrimination can be achieved [13, 14]. The study of these scintillators is also being pursued
by other groups [15–17].
This article summarizes the results from measurements performed first at Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) PF2 beam
lines and later at PSI. It is organized as follows: the main features of the glass scintillators are summarized in Section 2;
UCN detection with single scintillators is described for four different scintillators in Section 3; the scintillator’s counting
rate capability is investigated in Section 4; properties of scintillator stacks are studied in Section 5; finally, the main
features of a new detector (NANOSC), currently used in the nEDM experiment at PSI, is presented in Section 6.
2 Main properties of 6Li-doped scintillators
2.1 Neutron detection
The neutron detection is based on the 6Li neutron capture reaction:
n + 6Li→ 3H (2.74 MeV) + 4He (2.05 MeV).
The energy released by the neutron capture amounts to 4.79 MeV. This enables an efficient discrimination between
the background (gamma and electronic noise) and the neutron contributions. The capture cross section is 940 barns for
thermal neutrons. Following the 1/v law, the capture cross section in the UCN velocity range (between 3 and 10 m/s) is
of the order of a few 105 barns. This enables the use of 6Li-doped glass scintillators with thicknesses around 100–200
µm while maintening a high detection efficiency. As a result, the amount of energy released by gamma interactions is
minimized and the neutron gamma discrimination is improved [14].
In the tests reported here, four types of glass scintillator designated by GSx were used: GS3, GS30, GS10 and GS20.
The GS30, GS10 and GS20 have the same chemical composition but differ in their lithium content whereas the chemical
composition of GS3 is different [25]. The GS3 and the GS30 are depleted in 6Li, the GS20 is enriched in 6Li and the
GS10 has the natural 6Li fraction as shown in the first line of table 1.
Table 1: Main properties of the 6Li-doped glass scintillators. The Fermi potential is calculated using the
chemical composition of the glass scintillators [25] and tabulated data of the neutron scattering lengths [26].
The critical velocity is derived from the calculated Fermi potential. The UCN mean free path is computed
assuming a neutron kinetic energy of 130 neV (minus the Fermi potential of the corresponding scintillator).
GS type GS3 GS30 GS10 GS20
6Li fraction (%) 0.01 0.01 7.5 95
6Li-density (cm−3) 6.4 1017 1.8 1018 1.4 1021 1.8 1022
Fermi pot. (neV) 102.0 83.1 84.6 103.4
Critical vel. (m/s) 4.4 4.0 4.0 4.4
Mean path (µm) 1.8 104 0.8 104 10.3 0.6
On the one hand, the GS3 and the GS30 scintillators, with a UCN mean free path of a few mm, are nearly transparent
to UCN. On the other hand, the UCN mean free path for the GS10 and the GS20 are of the order of 1–10 µm favoring
their use for UCN detection. The Fermi potential of all scintillators allows UCN detection with energies above 84 neV or
103 neV depending on the scintillators’ composition. Cold neutron reflectivity measurements performed at PSI confirmed
the calculated value of the Fermi potential for GS10 scintillators.
2.2 Scintillation properties and features
The scintillation materials obtained from Applied Scintillators Technology (AST) Ltd. and contain Ce2O3, SiO2, MgO,
Al2O3 and Li2O oxides. Their mean densities are in the range of 2.42–2.66 g cm−3 and their refractive indexes range
from 1.55 up to 1.58 [25]. They are robust and resistant to a wide range of organic and inorganic chemicals.
In the 6Li-doped glasses scintillators, the scintillation process is activated by Ce3+ sites. The light emission peaks in
the blue region, at 395 nm. This allows the use of a wide variety of photomultiplier tubes without wavelength shifters. The
scintillators are transparent to their own scintillation light and the decay time is in the range 60–75 ns [21]. As a result,
counting rates up to a few 105 counts/s can be reached. On the other hand, the decay time is identical for neutrons and
gammas, preventing any neutron-gamma discrimination based on a pulse shape analysis. Therefore the discrimination is
based on a pulse height (or charge) analysis. The number of photons per neutron capture is quoted at about 6000 photons
while a 1 MeV gamma produces around 4000 photons [22]. More details about the light output can be found in Ref. [25].
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Figure 1: Setup used for the scintillators tests at the ILL PF2 beam lines. The bent guide with a T shape is
located just in front of the beam dump.
3 UCN detection with single scintillators
3.1 Pulse height distribution
Single scintillators were tested at the ILL PF2/EDM beam line. The direct fast UCN velocity component was suppressed
using upstream a bent guide with a T shape (fig. 1). Three types of scintillators, the 6Li-depleted scintillators (GS3),
the natural 6Li content scintillators (GS10) and the 6Li-enriched scintillators (GS20), were studied. The scintillators
had a diameter of 1 inch and a thickness of 100 µm. The two scintillator faces were polished. In order to maximize
the light collection, they were placed directly on a three inch PMT entrance window in front of the photocathode center
(photonis XP53X2). Optical grease (Saint-Gobain BC-630) was used at the interface between the glass scintillators and
the PMT except for the GS3 scintillator (fig. 4). Pulses were amplified by an Ortec 570 amplifier and their amplitudes
were digitized with an Ortec ADC. The neutron counting rate was of the order of 1.5 ×103 neutron/s for the GS10 and
GS20 measurements.
The pulse height distributions are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Three contributions are visible: the electronic noise
and gamma interactions at low amplitudes, the edge events in the intermediate range and the full-energy peak at large
amplitudes. The full-energy peak corresponds to neutron captures taking place in the scintillator bulk: the alpha particles
and tritons are stopped within the glass and their energy is fully deposited in the scintillator. The edge events are induced
by neutron captures occurring close to the scintillator’s entrance window. The alpha particle or the triton escapes from
the glass and only a fraction of the neutron capture energy is deposited in the scintillator. The energy deposition of the
gamma interaction is small because of the low thicknesses (100 µm) of the scintillators. A detailed study of the gamma
interactions within such scintillators was already reported in Ref. [14].
The amount of edge events depends on the UCN mean free path (Table 1) and the triton and alpha particle ranges,
being equal to respectively 36 µm and 7 µm for the studied scintillators [27]. Since the UCN mean free path mostly
depends on the scintillators’ 6Li content (and slightly on the UCN energy spectrum), the edge fraction varies from one
scintillator type to another. For the tests reported here, 43% of the UCN interactions in the 6Li-enriched scintillator
(GS20) lead to edge events, while this fraction decreases to 31% in the natural 6Li content scintillators (GS10). The
main uncertainty comes from the measurement reproducibility which is at the 2% level. The shape of the edge events
distribution is slightly different for the GS10 and the GS20. For the GS20, the UCN mean free path is much shorter
than the particle ranges. Therefore, the escaping triton or alpha particle deposits little energy in the glass and the edge
events distribution is mainly located at low charge close to the gamma distribution. It mainly corresponds to the energy
of the trapped ionizing particle (mostly the alpha particle since the triton range is 5 times larger). On the other hand, the
escaping particle has a longer path in the GS10 scintillator since the neutron capture takes place at a deeper location in
the scintillator. This causes the edge event distribution to be more spread out (fig. 3).
For the 6Li-depleted scintillator (GS3), there are nearly no edge events as observed in fig. 4. For such a scintillator, the
gamma interaction is the main contribution and the UCN counting rate corresponds to 4.5% of the total UCN counting rate
measured with either the GS10 or the GS20. A similar distribution was measured for the GS30 6Li-depleted scintillator.
Although a larger UCN counting rate was expected because of the 6Li content being three times larger ( Table 1) and a
lower critical velocity, the UCN counting rate was halved. There is no clear reason for such a behaviour except that the
6Li content might not be as stated by the manufacturer.
3.2 Detection efficiency
A digital data acquisition system was developed at LPC Caen and was used for all measurements reported hereafter.
The system, FASTER for Fast Acquisition SysTem for nuclEar Research, is based on FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Arrays) technology [33]. The FASTER hardware is made of mother boards (SYROCO) which host two daughter boards
(CARAS). Each daughter board has two analog-to-digital converters able to sample pulses at a rate of 500 MHz with
12-bit resolution. The digitized pulses are then transferred to the first FPGA where a firmware programmed in VHDL
(VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language) carries out signal treatment (filtering and
base line restoration), triggering (7.8 ps resolution for the digital constant fraction discriminator) and charge measurement.
In addition, every event is time-stamped with a single clock (2 ns resolution) common to all channels. A second FPGA
gathers the computed charges from both daughter boards and performs the transfer to a computer through a 1Gbit/s
ethernet link. Finally, the system is driven with a custom-made acquisition software which uses ROOT for histogram
building and visualization [34].
The pulse charge is measured instead of the amplitude in order to efficiently reject Cˇerenkov events. Indeed, for
scintillators coupled to light guides, gamma interactions produce electrons which generate Cˇerenkov light mainly in the
light guide. Such Cˇerenkov events exhibit pulse heights of the same order of magnitude as the neutron pulse height. On
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Figure 2: Pulse height distribution measured with a 100 µm thick 6Li-enriched scintillator (GS20). See
text for details.
Figure 3: Pulse height distribution measured with a 100 µm thick natural 6Li content scintillator (GS10).
See text for details.
Figure 4: Pulse height distribution measured with a 100 µm thick 6Li-depleted scintillator (GS3). See text
for details.
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the other hand, the width of the Cˇerenkov pulses is a few ns at half-height compared with a few tens of ns for the neutron
pulses. As a result, the charge measurement enables an improved discrimination between the Cˇerenkov and the neutron
contributions and guarantees a reliable measurement of the neutron counting rate. The pulse charge was computed with
an integration gate of 400 ns.
3.2.1 Comparison between GS10 and GS20
The relative detection efficiency between the natural 6Li content scintillator (GS10) and the 6Li-enriched scintillator
(GS20) was studied. The set-up is described in Section 3.1. The tests were performed at the PF2/TES beam line. Both
scintillators had a diameter of 25.4 mm and a thickness of 100 µm. The gamma and the Cˇerenkov interactions were
discriminated from neutron interactions using a charge threshold defined by the location of the minimum between the
background contribution and the edge events contribution around channel 250 in fig. 3.
Although the critical velocity for GS20 is higher than for GS10 (Table 1), the same UCN counting rates were measured
for both scintillators within the uncertainty of about 2%. It turned out that the GS10 scintillator is too thin to fully stop
fast UCN. This was studied using a GS10-GS20 stack with a GS20 scintillator placed behind the GS10 scintillator. The
UCN counting rate increased by about 5–8% with respect to the single GS10 scintillator rate. On the other hand, no
counting rate increase was measured with a GS20-GS20 stack. These measurements show that a thickness of 100 µm is
enough for the GS20 to fully stop the UCN flux while a thickness in the 150–200 µm range is needed for the GS10.
3.2.2 Comparison between GS10 scintillators and a 3He gas detector
The detection efficiency of the scintillators relative to a 3He gas detector was investigated for natural 6Li content scin-
tillators (GS10). The counting rates of three GS10 scintillators with different thicknesses, 100 µm, 250 µm and 500
µm, were compared to the counting rate of a 3He gas detector (Strelkov type). The measurements were performed at
the PF2/EDM beam line at ILL. A straight beam line was assembled between the PF2 turbine and the detectors. With
such an arrangement, the UCN velocity distribution exhibits a maximum around 8 m/s and extends up to 20 m/s [24].
The 3He gas detector was a proportional counter containing 1100 mbar of argon, 15 mbar of 3He and 15 mbar of carbon
dioxide. The 250 µm thick GS10 was square in shape (30 × 30 mm) and was glued to a 6 cm long light guide made of
PolyMethylMethAcrylate (PMMA). The light readout was performed with a Photonis XP3112 PM tube. Optical grease
was used between the light guide and the PM tube. The 100 µm and 500 µm thick GS10 had a 76 mm diameter and were
mounted directly on the PMT’s entrance window in front of the photocathode center (Photonis XP53X2B). No optical
grease was used. A 5 mm thick polyethylene collimator with a central circular aperture of 8 mm was mounted in front of
the detector position, where all four detectors were interchanged. The pulses’ charges were measured for the scintillator
whereas the amplitudes were recorded for the 3He gas detector.
Table 2: Detection efficiencies of GS10 scintillators relative to a Strelkov 3He gas detector measured at the
PF2/EDM beam line at ILL. The fast UCN component was not removed for this set of measurements (see
text for details).
GS10 thickness 100 µm 250 µm 500 µm
Relative efficiency (%) 84.2 ± 0.2 94.8 ± 2.6 120.5 ± 3.5
The GS10 detection efficiency increases with scintillator thickness (Table 2). The 100 µm thick GS10 scintillator is
too thin to fully stop the fast UCN fraction. The velocity distribution ranges up to 20 m/s and the mean free path of a
UCN with a velocity of 8 m/s is already 16.5 µm in GS10. The scintillator with a thickness of 250 µm has a similar
detection efficiency compared to the 3He gas detector. On the other hand, the thickest GS10 scintillator is more efficient.
As the gas detector is not able to fully stop the fastest UCN. The UCN mean free path with a velocity of 8 m/s is equal to
1.5 cm in the gas while the detection volume depth is of the order of 6 cm.
The uncertainty reported in table 2 accounts for the procedure used for the neutron-gamma discrimination. A charge
threshold is used to distinguish between the gamma distribution, located at low charge, and the neutron distribution,
lying at higher charge. This threshold cannot be easily defined when the charge distribution does not exhibit a minimum
between both contributions (Ref. [14]). This is valid for the two thickest GS10 scintillators, for which the gamma
distribution tail extends into the region of the edge events distribution. As a result, two scintillator counting rates were
estimated: one with a conservative (high) threshold and one with a permissive (low) threshold. The relative efficiency
reported in Table 2 is computed with the mean rate and the error corresponds to the average between the maximum rate
and the minimum rate. In addition, the measurements reproducibility was estimated by unmounting and remounting the
detectors on the beam line. The corresponding uncertainty is at most 2.5 % and has to be taken into account as well in
table 2.
4 Counting rate capability
The ability to handle high counting rates was investigated for rates up to 106 counts/s, first with a photomultiplier alone,
then with a GS10 scintillator coupled to the PMT. At the same time, the performance of the FASTER acquisition system
was tested.
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Figure 5: Charge distribution measured with a 1 mm thick natural 6Li content scintillator (GS10) at the
SINQ/BOA cold neutrons beam line at PSI. The counting rate was 9.2×104 counts/s.
The study of the PMT rate capability was performed with a blue light emitting diode flashing towards the PMT
photocathode through a diffusing box. The diffusing box was required to suppress the dependence of the light intensity
on the light direction which varies with the flashing frequency. An RC circuit, with a 15 ns time constant, was used in
order to mimic the neutron pulse shape. At the PMT location, the amount of light was of the same order of magnitude
as the amount of light produced by a neutron capture. The diode was triggered by an RF generator with an adjustable
frequency ranging from 10 kHz up to 1 MHz. No change of the PMT gain was observed up to a frequency of 1 MHz.
Higher rates were not tested.
The scintillator tests were performed at PSI at the SINQ/BOA cold neutron beam line where fluxes up to 6 × 107
n/cm2/s were available [32]. A 25×25 mm2 square piece of GS10 with a thickness of 1 mm was used. The scintillator
thickness was increased in order to adapt the detector efficiency to cold neutron energies. The GS10 was mounted on a
prismatic PMMA light guide designed with a right-angle in order to put the photomultiplier out of the direct beam line-
of-sight. The PMT was a square and compact R11187 Hamamatsu tube with a transit time of 7 ns. The light guide and
the scintillator were wrapped with a few layers of PolyTetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE) and aluminum foil. Optical grease
was applied between the GS10, the light guide and the PMT. The cold neutron flux was varied using a set of 6Li polymer
collimators located upstream and in front of the scintillator.
A charge distribution is shown in fig. 5 corresponding to a counting rate of 9.2×104 counts/s. The peak observed
in the low charge region corresponds to electronic noise and gamma interactions which induced Cˇerenkov events within
the light guides (Section 3.2.2). The bump measured around channel 1400 corresponds to gamma interactions in the
scintillator and few edge events. Indeed, the 1 mm thickness of the GS10 increases the gamma interaction probability
within the scintillator as well as the amount of deposited energy [14]. Finally, the high counting rates induce pile-up
events. For such pile-up events, the full-energy peak location is basically a multiple of the single neutron peak location
as seen in fig. 5. For instance, the simultaneous detection of two neutrons (around channel 8000) corresponds to twice
the charge of the single neutron detection (around channel 4000). All these features explain why the charge spectrum is
significantly different to the charge distribution measured with a 100 µm thick GS10 scintillator in a moderate UCN flux
without light guides (fig. 3).
Counting rates from 104 up to 106 counts/s were measured. The FASTER acquisition system presented a dead time
of 80 ns per pulse resulting in a global dead time of 8% at 106 counts/s. At high rates, the amount of data that can be
transferred between the front-end board and the computer is the limiting factor. The system was able to handle continuous
rates up to 4×105 counts/s without any losses. Above this rates, a fraction of the data was not written to the disc. The
charge associated with the neutron full-energy peak was unchanged up to a rate of 2×105 counts/s. Above this value, a
slight shift towards larger charges was observed (15 % from 1.9×104 to 5.6×105 counts/s). This effect is attributed to a
delayed emission of photons with a typical decay time of the order of µs. At high counting rates, the pileup of such tail
shifts measured charges at larger values. The origin of such a delayed emission is not fully understood. However, even
at the largest rate, 106 count/s, neutron detection could still be achieved. When repeating measurements at low counting
rates, no change in the charge distribution was observed as already noticed in Ref. [13] where no aging effect is observed
with an absorbed number of neutrons of 1013 cm−3.
4.1 Summary
Single GS10 and GS20 scintillators are well suited for UCN detection [13] while GS3 and GS30 glasses are nearly trans-
parent to UCN. The thicknesses of GS10 and GS20 have to be as low as possible in order to minimize the contributions
from the gamma and thermal neutrons but large enough to fully stop UCN. The high 6Li enrichment of GS20 allows the
use of scintillators thinner than the GS10 scintillators. Full UCN detection can be achieved with thicknesses lower than
100 µm (although mechanical fragility then becomes an issue). On the other hand, the critical velocity and the amount of
edge events are larger for the GS20 than for the GS10. The latter feature is a serious drawback when the discrimination
between the edge events and the gamma contributions is blurred by the use of light guides which decrease the amount of
collected light. For the GS10 scintillators, a thickness between 150 µm and 200 µm is large enough to fully stop UCN.
Their critical velocity as well as their amount of edge events are smaller favoring their choice for UCN detection with a
single scintillator. The GS10 detection efficiency is similar to the gas detector efficiency as long as its thickness is large
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Figure 6: Sketch of the scintillator stack with an edge event occurring close to the entrance window of the
6Li enriched scintillator.
enough to fully stop the fastest UCN. Coupled to a R11187 Hamamatsu PMT, the scintillators are able to handle counting
rates up to 106 counts/s although a specific treatment of pile-up events is necessary.
5 UCN detection with a stack of scintillators
5.1 Principle and charge distribution
The neutron-gamma discrimination and the pile-up treatment can be further improved by suppressing the edge events.
This was demonstrated with a stack of two scintillators consisting of a 6Li-depleted scintillator located in front of a
6Li enriched scintillator. A sketch of such an arrangement is shown in Fig 6. According to Table 1, the 6Li-depleted
glass is nearly transparent to UCN whereas the enriched one stops all UCN. When an edge event takes place close to
the entrance window of the 6Li-enriched scintillator, the escaping particle is travelling into the 6Li-depleted scintillator
where it is stopped. As a result, the full-energy of the neutron capture is recovered and two well separated contributions
can be distinguished: the gamma interactions, Cˇerenkov events, electronic noise at low charge, and the full-energy peak
at large charge. Ideally, the thickness of the first scintillator has to be slightly larger than the triton range (37 µm), and the
thickness of the second stage must be at least equal to five times the UCN mean free path in the 6Li-enriched scintillator.
Both thicknesses have to be as small as possible in order to reduce the gamma interaction probability as well as the
amount of deposited energy from the gamma interactions [14].
The test of a stack prototype was already reported in Ref. [14]. The edge events contribution was strongly reduced.
However, due to a light-collection defect at the interface between the two glasses, a double peak structure was then
observed instead of the expected single full-energy peak. Since optical grease or glue cannot be applied at the glasses
interface without lowering the detection efficiency, the optical contact bonding was used. With this technique no substance
is required: attractive forces (Van der Waals and/or covalent forces) strongly bond the touching faces and therefore
ensure the optical contact. This holds when the contact surfaces are very clean and extremely flat, requiring a dedicated
polishing procedure leading to a final mean roughness of the order of nm. The Socie´te´ Europe´enne de Syste`mes Optiques
(SESO) carried out this bonding method between GS30 and GS20 plates. The bonding was performed with 2 mm thick
scintillators in order to be able to apply the necessary pressure to their external faces. Then the scintillator thicknesses
were decreased by polishing, down to 60 µm for the GS30 and 120 µm for the GS20. Further abrasion was not possible
due to the fragility of glasses.
This scintillator stack was tested at the ILL PF2/TES beam line with the setup described in Section 3.1. The stack
had a diameter of 25.4 mm. It was directly placed on the center of a 76.2 mm diameter PMT (Photonis XP3112). Optical
grease (Saint-Gobain BC-630) was applied between the stack and the PMT. The charge distribution measured with the
FASTER acquisition system is shown in fig. 7. The charge distribution exhibits two contributions: a full-energy peak well
separated from the low charge contribution. Such a feature permits the improvement of the neutron-gamma discrimination
with respect to a single scintillator.
5.2 Search for the best stack combination
The search for the most efficient stack was performed with two 6Li-depleted scintillators for the entrance, a GS3 and
a GS30, and two scintillators for the backing, a GS10 (natural 6Li content) and a GS20 (enriched in 6Li). For the first
stage, different thicknesses were used. The UCN counting rate of the following combinations GS3-GS10, GS30-GS10,
GS3-GS3-GS10, GS3-GS20 and GS30-GS20 were measured with the setup described in Section 3.1 at the PF2/TES
beam line at ILL. The optical contact bonding was not used, instead, scintillators were held together by a PTFE ring.
All scintillators had a diameter of 25.4 mm, a thickness of 100 µm and two polished faces. For each measurement, the
detector block was dismounted and installed back again on the beam line with a new scintillator stack. The counting
rate reproducibility of such an operation was measured to be around 2% while the statistical error was below 0.5%. The
neutron-gamma discrimination used a single threshold applied in the charge distribution.
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Figure 7: Charge distribution measured with a GS30-GS20 stack using the optical contact bonding tech-
nique. The charge was integrated between 0 and 300 ns.
Table 3: Relative detection efficiencies measured for six scintillator stacks. The efficiencies pre-
sented in the table correspond to the counting rates measured by the scintillator stack divided by
the counting rate measured by the single scintillator used as the backing of the stack. The asterisk
indicates a GS30-GS20 stack with a thickness of 60 µm for the GS30 and 120 µm for the GS20.
Stack GS30-GS10 GS3-GS10 GS3-GS3-GS10
Efficiency/GS10 80.6± 2.3% 72.2± 2.1% 54.2± 1.6%
Stack GS30-GS20∗ GS30-GS20 GS3-GS20
Efficiency/GS20 95.0± 2.7% 88.0± 2.5% 81.3± 2.3%
In a first step, the UCN counting rates of the backing scintillator, i.e. the GS10 or GS20 scintillators, were measured.
They were consistent within the error bars. Then, the stacks counting rates were measured and normalized to the count-
ing rates measured with the backing scintillator. Results are summarized in Table 3. As expected, the stack detection
efficiency decreases with the thickness of the first layer. This is clearly observed with the GS3-GS3-GS10 combination
for which two 100 µm thick GS3 scintillators were used in front of a GS10. This decrease is attributed to UCN scattering
at the scintillator surface and n-gamma reactions since UCN capture in 6Li-depleted scintillators was measured at the
level of a few % (Section 3.1). The GS30 scintillator had a 7 to 8% larger transmission than the GS3 scintillator whatever
scintillator (GS10 or GS20) was used for the backing. The stacks made with GS20 for the backing were more efficient
than the ones made with GS10. The counting rates of the GS3-GS20 and the GS30-GS20 were respectively 9% and 8%
larger than the ones of GS3-GS10 and GS30-GS10.
5.3 Summary
The optimal combination is the GS30-GS20 arrangement. The optical contact bonding was applied for this stack. The
GS30 thickness was reduced to 60 µm while the backing thickness was set to 120 µm (Section 5.1). The stack efficiency
relative to a single GS20 is reported in Table 3 for the GS30-GS20 (marked with the asterisk). The reduction of the GS30
thickness increases its transmission and results in the largest measured relative efficiency of 95% among the tested stacks.
6 Segmented detection system: NANOSC
A new detector based on the GS30-GS20 scintillator stack was designed for the nEDM experiment at PSI [29]. The main
goal was to build a detector with high rate capability and high detection efficiency. Its name, NANOSC, stands for NANO
(nine) Scintillator Counters.
6.1 Mechanical design
The detector is made of nine independent channels. fig. 8 shows a side view of the detector’s mechanical design. Each
channel is composed of a square 28×28 mm2 GS30-GS20 scintillator stack coupled to an 80 mm long PMMA light guide
and a photomultiplier tube (R11187 Hamamatsu). The backing scintillator (GS20) is glued to the light guide while optical
grease is used between the light guide and the PMT. The light guides are wrapped with two PTFE layers. The PMTs are
in air while the scintillators are in vacuum. The vacuum tightness is accomplished by a plate with nine holes into which
the nine light guides are inserted. O-rings provide the vacuum tightness. A single 10 µm thick aluminum foil is placed
in front of the nine scintillators in order to reflect the forward emitted scintillation light towards the PMTs. The amount
of collected light is increased by 40–45% with this foil. The front detector box is blackened by anodization in order to
prevent any extra and spurious reflected light (fig. 9). The total detector size is 100×100×300 mm3 and its weight is 2
kg.
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Figure 8: Mechanical design of the NANOSC detector. 1: scintillators stack, 2: light guides, 3:, PM tubes,
4: voltage dividers, 5: reflecting Al foil 6: light guides holder and vacuum barrier
Figure 9: Picture of the NANOSC front face showing the scintillator array. The blue piece seen on the side
and in the front holds the nine light guides together. PTFE layers around the light guides and the scintillator
sides are visible.
In the nEDM experiment, the detector is installed below the spin analyzer which uses static and RF magnetic fields
[31]. At the PMTs level, the stray field components are large enough to prevent standard PMTs to properly operate.
For this reason, the compact Hamamatsu R11187 PMT was selected. They are made of a square 18×18 mm2 Bialkali
photocathode and a metal channel dynode system composed of 8 stages. This metal dynode structure presents a weak
sensitivity to magnetic field and is mostly sensitive to the transverse magnetic field components with respect to the PMT’s
axis [36]. In addition, every PMT is inserted in an individual mu-metal shield. Finally, the length of the light guides is 80
mm in order to place the PMT in a region where the transverse field components are below 2.5 mT, the limit for which
PM gain variations vanish. Each PMT is wrapped in a Kapton R© foil in order to suppress possible discharges between
them.
The UCN detection is then performed with a square array (86×86) mm2 of 3×3 scintillator stacks as shown in Fig
9. The gaps between the nine scintillators amount for 5% of the total detection surface. Each channel is able to handle a
counting rate of up to a few 105 counts/s leading to a total counting rate of a few 106 counts/s for the full detector. The
signal treatment is performed with the FASTER acquisition system described in Section 3.2.
6.2 Detection efficiency
The NANOSC detection efficiency was compared to the detection efficiency of He gas detectors (Strelkov type). Measure-
ments were performed at the PF2/TES beam line at ILL with three different experimental setups. For all measurements,
the fast UCN component was suppressed either by using a chicane of stainless steel guides or by using the UCN velocity
shaper described in Ref. [28].
The first set of measurements was performed with two different bent guides, one had a T shape, the other one an S
shape. The ”T-shape setup”, shown in fig. 1, suppressed the fast UCN velocity component more efficiently leading to a
decrease of the UCN counting rate by a factor of 6.5. With this setup, a NANOSC detection efficiency of 87% relative
to the gas detector was measured. On the other hand, the relative efficiency between the NANOSC detector and the gas
detector went to 110% when the S-shape setup was used. The difference between the Fermi potential of both detectors
entrance windows (103 neV for the GS scintillator instead of 54 neV for the gas detector) may explain the lower efficiency
observed with the NANOSC detector when the T-shape setup was used.
The same trend was observed with measurements performed with the velocity shaper. The NANOSC detector effi-
ciency was 95% relative to the gas detector when the detectors were placed exactly at the same location downstream of
the shaper. On the other hand, the NANOSC detector became more efficient than the gas detector when it was placed at
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Figure 10: Counting rate measured by the NANOSC detectors and plotted as a function of the time during a
typical nEDM cycle (see text for details). The blue (dark grey) distribution corresponds to the total counting
rate, the red one (intermediate grey), to the UCN rate and, the green one (light grey), to the background rate.
a lower height than the gas detector. Placing the NANOSC detector 60 cm lower than the beam height and 35 cm lower
than the gas detector showed a relative efficiency of 130%. The latter measurement demonstrated that when the differ-
ence of Fermi potential between the two detectors was counter-balanced by an equivalent change in height, the NANOSC
detector was more efficient.
In the nEDM experiment, the detector is installed 212 cm below the UCN storage chamber. The minimum UCN
energy (217 neV) is therefore well above the scintillator’s Fermi potential ensuring a maximum detection efficiency.
6.3 Detector performance at the nEDM experiment
The NANOSC performance was characterized during the 2014 nEDM runs at PSI. These investigations are important
since the number of detected UCN, more precisely the number of spin-up and spin-down UCN, are used in the first
step of the nEDM analysis in order to extract the neutrons’ frequency [30]. Since 2014, a simultaneous spin analyzer is
installed below the nEDM spectrometer [31]. The device splits the neutron guides from the experiment into two arms,
and each of them is dedicated to the analysis of one spin state. Two identical NANOSC detectors are installed at the end
of these arms. Both detectors have a similar detection efficiency (at the percent level) as reported in Ref. [31].
The data acquisition is carried out by the FASTER system (Section 3.2). The system time stamps all events and is
able to measure the pulse charge with a maximum of 4 integration gates. The trigger is operating in a two dimensional
space allowing the discrimination of pulses according to their amplitude and their duration (measured at the level of the
amplitude threshold). Detailed investigations have shown that events with a pulse height larger than 3 mV (for an applied
high voltage of about 800 V) and pulse width above 12 ns, at the 3 mV level, correspond to the best setting able to
efficiently reject electronic noise as well as most of the Cˇerenkov events (Section 3.2).
6.3.1 Time distribution
The nEDM measurement is performed from a large set of individual measurements called cycles. Each cycle is divided
into three phases: the filling of the UCN storage chamber, the storage of UCN during which the neutron spin freely
precesses and the emptying of the vessel. A switch located below the spectrometer is used to distribute the UCN flux
from the source to the precession chamber (filling), then from the source to the detectors (monitoring) and finally from
the precession chamber to the detectors (counting). The spin states of the UCN counted during the emptying sequence
are analyzed and form the basis of the nEDM analysis.
The time distributions of the background (gamma, electronic noise and Cˇerenkov) and the UCN contributions are
displayed in fig. 10. These distributions are normalized such that the vertical axis variable is a counting rate (counts/s).
The first 34 s correspond to the filling of the precession chamber. During this phase, UCN leaking from the switch were
counted. The background exhibited a small peak around 25 s. This was due to the activation of water present in the
beamline from the magnets’ cooling system circulating close to the experiment. During the storage phase (220 s), the
UCN flux provided by the source was monitored. At large UCN rates, i.e. at the beginning of the monitoring sequence,
the background was correlated to UCN detection (Section 6.3.4). Finally, the storage chamber was emptied and the UCNs
were detected for 60 s starting from 260 s. The average number of detected UCN per cycle was between 6000 and 7000 in
2014. No correlation between the background contribution and the UCN rate was observed during the counting sequence.
6.3.2 Charge distribution
The charge distributions of the nine channels of one NANOSC detector are shown in fig. 11. The charge was collected
from 9 ns up to 200 ns after the trigger which defines the starting time (t= 0 ns). Excluding the first 9 ns enabled better
rejection of the the contribution of Cˇerenkov events [35]. The full-energy peak associated with UCN detection is observed
at large charges while the gamma contribution appear at low charges. The separation between both contributions is not as
sharp as for the scintillator stack sample (fig. 7). This is due to light-collection inefficiencies induced by the 80 mm long
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Figure 11: Charge distributions measured by the nine channels of one NANOSC detector. The PMT high
voltages were tuned in order to set all UCN peaks at roughly the same location. A log scale is used for the
vertical axis.
light guides used between the scintillators and the PMTs (no light guide was used with the former stack sample). The
slight asymmetry of the UCN peak towards smaller charges is also in part explained by this light-collection deficiency.
Table 4: Fraction of detected UCNs measured for each channel during the counting sequence of a standard
nEDM run. The normalization is performed with respect to the total number of UCNs counted in each
corresponding detector. The two numbers written below the channel label are the UCN counts fraction for
each detector.
Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
10.2% ; 10.1% 11.7% ; 11.2% 10.5% ; 10.8%
Channel 4 Channel 5 Channel 6
11.1% ; 11.3% 12.7% ; 12.7% 11.6% ; 11.9%
Channel 7 Channel 8 Channel 9
10.3% ; 10.3% 11.5% ; 11.0% 10.3% ; 10.6%
6.3.3 UCN counting rate
The number of UCNs was derived from the charge distributions: all events with a charge greater than a threshold (T ) are
counted as UCN. This threshold was set at the minimum of the counting rate between both contributions as illustrated
in fig. 11 where the boundary between the gamma contribution in red (dark grey) and the UCN events in yellow (light
grey) corresponds to the threshold location. The location of the minimum depends on the relative amount between the
UCN contribution and the background contribution. It was defined during the emptying sequence i.e. for a moderate
UCN counting rate. For high UCN counting rates, a lower charge threshold would be better suited. The increase of the
background rate, observed at the beginning of the monitoring phase (fig. 10), is likely explained by this artefact. The
influence of this threshold on the UCN counting rate is discussed in Section 6.3.5.
For each detector, the distribution of the UCN flux over the nine channels was measured. It was nearly uniform over
the 9 channels as shown in Table 4. The surface of the scintillator array is slightly larger and not centered with respect
to the exit Section of the simultaneous spin analyser UCN guides. These two features consistently explain the observed
asymmetry between all channels.
In 2015, data were collected with a shorter duration for UCN monitoring (30 s). This allowed measuring the back-
ground contribution just before the emptying sequence. The total number of events measured during the emptying phase
was then corrected for this background contribution in order to get another estimate of UCN rates. Both estimates are
consistently below the 0.5 % level.
6.3.4 Low charge events composition
Extensive studies of the events located at small charges were performed. Two contributions were identified: gamma
interactions and cross-talk between channels. The background rate amounted to 1–3 % of the total rate for the detectors.
As discussed before, the gamma background contains two contributions: gamma interactions within the scintillators
and the Cˇerenkov light produced by gamma-induced electrons in the light guides. The use of very thin glasses reduces
the amount of energy left by the gamma in the scintillator. As a result, these gamma events are mainly located in the
small charge region [14]. The Cˇerenkov rejection procedure benefits from the shortness of Cˇerenkov pulses: the removal
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Figure 12: Relative variation of the UCN counting rate displayed as a function of the charge threshold
amplitude. On the horizontal axis, the threshold is relative to the nominal threshold T100 and is expressed as
a percentage. The vertical statistical error bars are smaller than the marker size.
is performed by setting the pulse width threshold at 12 ns (i.e. only pulses with a duration larger than 12 ns at the 3 mV
level are recorded) and by starting the charge integration 9 ns after the trigger (the short Cˇerenkov pulses are therefore
strongly truncated resulting in a low charge measurement).
The cross-talk between two neighbouring channels was reduced by wrapping the light guides and the scintillators
edges with two PTFE layers (80 µm thick). In addition, the amount of cross-talk events can be measured using the time
stamping performed by the FASTER acquisition. Events detected in two neighbouring channels within a coincidence gate
of 200 ns are considered as cross-talk events (except if their total charge corresponds to the charge of two simultaneously
detected UCN). For each NANOSC detector, these cross-talk events correspond to 0.2–0.4 % of the total number of
detected events. In addition, the amount of escaping light in the neighbouring channels is low. It lies in the low charge
region and belongs to the background contribution. On the other hand, the amount of light in the channel of interest (i.e
the channel from which the light is escaping) is slightly lower and enlarges the asymmetry of the UCN peak towards
the low charge region. In any case, these events stay above the charge threshold and the number of UCN counts is not
deteriorated by the cross-talk between channels.
6.3.5 Robustness of the neutron-gamma discrimination
The influence of the charge threshold amplitude on the UCN counting rate is shown in fig. 12. The study was performed
during the counting time interval i.e. with the number of counted UCNs from which the nEDM analysis will be carried
out. The number of UCNs, N(Ti), was estimated for different charge thresholds Ti varying around the nominal threshold
T100 corresponding to 100 on the horizontal axis of fig. 12. This procedure was applied for each channel of the two
detectors. Then, for each detector, the number of UCN was averaged over all channels and for all cycles of one run. The
result is summarized in fig. 12 where the relative UCN counting rate variation,
∆Ni =
< N(Ti) > − < N(T100) >
< N(T100) >
(1)
is plotted as a function of relative charge threshold (Ti/T100). Around the nominal threshold, the counting rate
variation was small and symmetric. Varying the threshold by 10% induced a UCN counting rate change of 0.15% (∼ 5
counts over 3504) for the first detector and of 0.05% (∼ 2 counts over 3531) for the second. The increase or decrease of
the statistical error resulting from such a threshold change was around 0.07% and 0.02% for the two detectors.
Any threshold variation can be interpreted as a variation of the charge measurement. For instance, the PMTs gain
and the optical contact may evolve with time. This induces a variation of the charge measurement. Such effects were
monitored by measuring the UCN peak location as a function of time. For one month, variations up to 2% were observed
among all channels. This corresponded to a counting rate variation of 0.01% (less than 1 count) and 0.025% (∼ 1 count)
for each detector. Any variation of the charge measurement at the few percent level therefore has a very small influence
on the counting rate. The UCN counting procedure can thus be considered as robust and has been found not to influence
the nEDM analysis.
7 Conclusions
We have presented a thorough study of UCN detection with several types of 6Li-doped glass scintillators. For all of them,
the light readout is performed with PMTs. Single scintillators with a natural 6Li content (GS10) or with an enriched 6Li
content (GS20) fully satisfied the UCN detection requirements. Thicknesses down to 100–200 µm were manufactured in
order to reduce both the gamma interaction probability and the amount of energy left by these gamma interactions in the
glasses. The GS10 scintillators are better suited than the GS20 scintillators for two main reasons: the Fermi potential (85
neV) as well as the edge events contribution are smaller. With a thickness of at least 150 µm, GS10 scintillators present
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the same detection efficiency as a standard 3He gas detector. They are moreover able to handle counting rates up to 106
counts/s even if a specific treatment of pile-up events may be necessary.
A detection system based on stacks of two scintillators was investigated. The first layer is depleted in 6Li (GS30)
while the second one is enriched in 6Li (GS20). The glass thickness was polished down to 60 µm for the entrance glass
(GS30) and to 120 µm for the backing glass (GS20). The optical contact bonding was used between both scintillators
to ensure a perfect optical contact. With this arrangement, most of the edge events can be suppressed resulting in an
improved neutron-gamma discrimination.
Based on these scintillator stacks, a detector was built for the nEDM experiment at PSI. It is made of nine channels
and has been used for the nEDM experiment since 2010 without any major problem. The acquisition system (FASTER) is
able to handle counting rates up to 106 counts/s. The system provides an event time stamp which allows for monitoring of
the UCN detection over time during typical nEDM cycles. Depending on the UCN energy spectrum, the detector presents
a detection efficiency similar or larger than that of a standard 3He gas detector. Finally, the UCN counting was performed
via the measurement of the pulse charge. It was shown that the discrimination against any background contribution is
robust and does not influence the nEDM data analysis. Since 2014, two identical NANOSC detectors coupled to a new
simultaneous spin analyzer have been operating in the nEDM experiment [31].
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